This report outlines the possibilities to be found using one or more diffraction-limited high-quality light beams to activate a weakly absorbing gas in a regime where the diffraction spread can be controlled by converging optical devices to within a ratio ofJ2 of the minimum at the beam waist (corresponding lengths between converging elements are within twice the Rayleigh range). Our desigr.s use plane or cylindrical parallel mirrors down which a light beam is repeatedly reflected. In the first design variation,the beam is re-reflected up the parallel mirrors to the entrance aperture where it can be returned repeatedly for a number of multiply reflecting "travels" up and down the parallel mirror reaction chamber. In the second variation,the return of the beam after each multiply reflecting "travel" down the chamber is external to the chamber and is achieved by two mirror reflections. For diffraction control the return mirrors can be made converging.
(1)
The number of passes, n, across the chamber is then two for progression a' -a/cos 9^ down the chamber, giving a total = 2 |r + 1 Applying Eq. (15) to our present case, setting 9 2 5 8 and ^ = a, and using (6), (7) and (9) 
where, for m as large as we please, b is as small as we please. Equation (16) 
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